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In this position paper we argue that multi-channel, multi-objective and multi- con-
text services are the necessary GLUE for connecting and guiding the complex techno-
logy-enhanced learning ecosystems in smart cities. Our position is based on the dis-
cussion around how digital media change our perception and experience of the local 
in terms of glocality. We argue that there is an urgent need for GLUE services to sup-
port glocal, reciprocal and multi-episodic learning in digital urban spaces.

Cities are complex, networked spaces where people work, learn, play, organise in 
communities,  do shopping, go running or simply have a coffee with their friends. 
These activities involve daily experiences that are strongly dependent on the nature of 
a specific locality. With the increasing availability of smart devices in combination 
with other electronic advances, technology has occupied the urban space transforming 
cities into smart places. Cities have become complex organic ecosystems supported 
by a technological  infrastructure that is  transforming the way we engage with the 
city1. Within this urban space we can connect anytime and anywhere to remote places, 
resources and people when engaging in diverse activities. We extend the boundaries 
of our experience by using digital media as we cease to see our physical surroundings 
as the only centre and source of our experience and identity. The connection with the 
global also changes our relation to the local. We can choose our own networks for 
membership and level of engagement in each network to shape our urban experience2. 
In smart cities, we live in glocalities, where local and global co-exist.

There are as many glocalities as there are people. Each glocality is unique and is  
constantly changing and evolving, influenced by the global and the local. What hap-
pens is a fusion of local and global experiences and identities. We process informa-
tion from the city with information from our global identity generating urban conver-
sations that influence other glocalities. We are lifelong learners that are permanently 
learning with and within the media-networked city. As we continuously create and 
modify  our  “multiple,  multi-layered,  fluid,  and  endlessly  adjustable  senses  of 
identity” (Meyrowitz, 2005), the key question becomes: How can we use technology  

1 Woods, E. and Bloom, E. (2011). Smart Cities: Intelligent Information and communication infrastructure in the government, buildings, transport, and utility domains. Pike
Research

2 Meyrowitz, J. (2005). The Rise of Glocality: New Senses of Place and Identity in the Global Village. Electronic Media, pp. 21-3
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to support our learning and making sense of distributed knowledge between the glob-
al and the local diversity, while participating in an ever evolving, lifelong learning  
process within smart cities ecosystems?

Glocalities  evolve  as  people  use  technology to  build  their  learning  ecosystems 
through which they can immerse into the continuous flow of information. Diverse 
agents compose such immersive urban learning ecosystems, e.g. city institutions as 
information providers, citizens as collectors,  producers and sharers of information, 
urban elements as local sensors for providing and collecting information. All these 
agents can be technologically enhanced to participate in urban conversations. What is 
needed are services which interconnect all agents and orchestrate the ecosystem, both 
integrating technologies involved and mediating the information flow. We argue that 
three key attributes are necessary for a service to act as a GLUE service mediating 
conversations between the agents of the urban ecosystem and transforming them into 
a learning process. As learning in smart cities becomes glocal, reciprocal and multi- 
episodic, the challenge is to design a service catering for the evolving nature of indi-
vidual and connected glocalities. A GLUE service is:

(1)  Multi-channel: To  assure  an  egalitarian  and  democratic  dialogue  between 
agents of the urban ecosystem, GLUE services have to support a multi-directional 
conversation through multiple channels to allow agents to create and choose different 
identities and engage in diverse communication patterns.  Supporting multi-channel 
conversations allows agents to flexibly mash evolving channels and identities while 
participating in collective knowledge construction.

(2)  Multiple-objective: To  cater  for  individual  idiosyncrasies,  GLUE  services 
have to support diverse objectives, which guide our multiple learning paths. As learn-
ing  objectives  emerge  from conversations  between  agents  in  the  ecosystems  and 
learning itself  becomes multi-episodic,  we tend to  struggle with multiple learning 
tools and interfaces. Supporting multi-objective learning paths means guiding agents 
in building these paths by connecting multiple sources and technologies.

(3) Multi-context: To support using urban elements as resources in which the di-
gital information is combined with the physical space, GLUE services have to relate 
virtual and physical to transform the global and the local into glocal. As both physical 
and virtual spaces act as filters contextualising information, supporting multi-context 
conversations between agents in the urban ecosystem is a challenge for creating gloc-
alised learning scenarios in smart cities of the future.



Figure 1. The services for a smart city need to 
be multi-channel, multi-objective and multi-
contexts
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